
 

2 or 3-way dispensing towers with volumetric portion control or manual faucets. They allow rapid filling of jugs or bottles. 
A drip tray is always included in the delivery of the tower.
The dispensing column is to be combined with an AQA drink COOLER.

AQA drink DIGI TOWER
Dispensing towers with display and volumetric portion control, allowing jugs or bottles to be filled quickly.
This electronically controlled version (only for AQA drink DIGI TOWER) allows water to be dispensed at a pre-set volume by setting 
the exact quantity to be dispensed. The quantities can be set by the user.
The columns are made in steel and methacrylate. High quality materials that make them sturdy and easy to clean.
Their modern look is sure to catch the eye at the restaurant counter!

 → Executive protocol payment system connection (with serial card)
 → Display of total litres dispensed and partial counters for each selection
 → Self-learning dose programming
 → Water filter autonomy and UV-LED lamp life
 → Management of lack of CO2 with dedicated pressure switch  
 → Ice bank temperature control with probe and relative compressor control
 → Input for managing 2 volumetric counters
 → Management of a waste water tank

AQA drink TOWER
Manual-type dispensing columns available with 2 or 3 dispensing manual taps. These columns are made of chromed metal.
The industrial look makes them suitable for use in many venues. They can also be customised with medallions indicating the
different types of water.
You can choose column with 2 or 3 faucets. Medallions (optional) are available to indicate the type of drink.

 → FOR WATER DISPENSER AQA drink COOLER
 → DRIP TRAY INCLUDED

PERFECT MATCH WITH AQA DRINK COOLER RANGE

DISPENSING COLUMNS FOR AQA DRINK COOLER
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*Product depending on flow rate necessity.
**The dispensing column is to be combined with an AQA drink COOLER

DIGI TOWER WHITE DIGI TOWER BLACK TOWER 2 TAPS TOWER 3 TAPS

Item n° 125591262 125591774 125592398 125591263

Version For AQA drink COOLER

Power connection needed -

Power supply 230 V / 50-60 Hz -

Recirculation - -

Ø Water inlet pipe 3/8” 3/8”

Dimensions (WxDxH) 150x180x410 200x240x490 300x240x490

Weight kg (approx.) 8 15 16

Material of construction Methacrylate  / Inox Chromed metal

Water selection point Display with push buttons Faucets with compensator

Number of dispensing point 2 2 3

FLOW SCHEME
1.
2.
3.
4.

AQA drink filter cartridge
AQA drink COOLER *
CO2 cylinder
AQA drink DIGI TOWER/TOWER **

Display and push buttons
(AQA drink DIGI TOWER)

Example of medallion customization 
(for AQA drink TOWER)

1.
2.

3.

4.
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